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Abstract. Internet of Things (IoT) can be seen as a cooperation of various devices
with limited performances that participate in the same system. IoT devices compose
a distributed architecture system. The core of every IoT system is its discovery and
control services. To realize such services, some authors used the developed solutions from the different domains. One such solution is the Chord protocol, one of
the first, the simplest and the most popular distributed protocols. Unfortunately, the
application of the Chord protocol was realized using the correctness of the Chord
protocol for granted, or by the very hard assumptions. In this paper we prove the
correctness of the Chord protocol using the logic of time and knowledge with the
respect to the set of possible executions, called regular runs. We provide the deterministic description of the correctness of the Chord protocol and consider Chord
actions that maintain ring topology while the nodes can freely join or leave.
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1.

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm can be defined as: “The pervasive presence around us
of a variety of things or objects which, through unique addressing schemes, are able to
interact with each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common goals” [1].
In this framework the smart objects, which are connected by a network structure, are
able to communicate and exchange information and to enable new forms of interaction
among things and people [2]. The core of every IoT system consists of its discovery
and control services. It is common that various homogeneous and heterogeneous devices
participate in the same IoT system. Usually, these devices are highly distributed, therefore
it can be seen as they participate in a distributed Peer-to-Peer (P2P) system.
In a case of homogeneous decentralized distributed P2P system, nodes (peers) run
the same application, and share the same properties in terms of computation and storage
capacities and network connectivity [3]. Without any centralized control processes are
dynamically distributed to nodes that can join or leave the system at any time. Thus, P2P
systems are highly scalable, as they have no inherent bottlenecks. Also, such systems are
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resilient to failures, attacks, etc., since there is no single node or a group of nodes that
implement a critical functionality, which would render the system unusable, if disrupted.
P2P systems are used for file sharing, redundant storage, and real-time media streaming.
While the underlying network actually connects devices, P2P systems are frequently
implemented in a form of overlay networks, structures which organize system resources
in an independent logical topology [4]. Overlay networks can be realized in the form of
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). A DHT provides a lookup service similar to a hash table. Pairs of the form hkey, valuei are stored in a DHT, while nodes participating in the
network can efficiently retrieve the value associated with a given key. The functionality
of maintaining the mapping from keys to values is implemented by nodes in a distributed
manner and changes in the set of participating nodes cause only minimal amount of disruption.
The Chord protocol [5,6,7] is one of the first, the simplest and the most popular implementations of DHTs. Nodes in a network executing the Chord protocol are organized
in a ring. Because of the simplicity and popularity of the Chord protocol, it was used
for the realization of the discovery and/or control service of IoT systems described in
[2,8,9,10,11]. Although Chord is one of the simplest protocols, since it is distributed, it is
subject to faults and bugs, so the protocol verification is extremely important.
In this paper we use a temporal epistemic logic to prove the correctness of the Chord
protocol with respect to the Chord actions that maintain ring topology. We consider the
case when the nodes are allowed to leave or join the network with respect to the set of
possible executions, called regular runs. It means that a network executing a regular run
will be always brought from an arbitrary state to a state in which links between nodes
form a ring.
Up to our knowledge there were of only a few papers related to formal verification of
DHTs, and particularly Chord [12,13,14,15,16]. They are considered them in Section 2
and compared with our approach.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2 we consider
other approaches for proving the correctness of the Chord protocol and clearly present the
contributions of this paper; Section 3 presents a short description of the Chord protocol;
in Section 4 we present a logical framework which is used to prove the correctness of the
maintenance of the ring topology of the Chord protocol with the respect to the regular
runs; the proof is given in Section 5; we conclude with Section 6. In Appendix A we
provide detailed proofs of the main lemmas and theorems from the paper.

2.
2.1.

Related Work and Contributions
Related Work

The Chord protocol is introduced in [5,6,7]. The detailed examination of the protocol’s
performance and robustness is given under the assumption that nodes and keys are randomly chosen. The provided approach is probabilistic, e.g., statements are of the form
“With high probability, the number of nodes that must be contacted to find a successor in
a N -node network is O(log N )”.
The only deterministic given result is [5,6,7, Theorem IV.3] which partially corresponds to our Lemma 6. Theorem IV.3 proves that inconsistent states produced by executing several concurrent joins of the new nodes are transient, i.e., that after the last node
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joins the network will form a cycle. A more general sequences of concurrent joining and
leaving of nodes is presented in [15]. The paper gives a lower bound of the rate at which
nodes need to maintain the system such that it works correctly with high probability. In
this paper we consider the case when the nodes are allowed to leave the network with
respect to the set of possible executions, called regular runs.
While it is hard to directly compare these two approaches (deterministic and probabilistic), they are complementary and may be used together to improve our understanding
of the Chord protocol. One can argue that the probabilistic approach is useful to study
robustness of protocols. On the other hand, it will be also useful to describe sequences
of actions that lead to (un)stable states of Chord networks, in order to be able to analyze
properties of systems incorporating Chord and assuming its correctness, as it is the case
with the discovery and/or control service of an IoT system.
The paper [14] uses the theory of stochastic processes to give estimations of the probability that a Chord network is in a particular state. The correctness of the Chord’s stabilization algorithm is proved in the framework of π-calculus by showing the equivalence of
the corresponding specification and implementation in [12,13], but assuming that nodes
cannot leave a network. The correctness of the pure join model is also proved using the
Alloy formal language in [16], and some counterexamples to correctness of Chord ringmaintenance in the general case are presented.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, using DHT/Chord in IoT domain is not a novelty [2,8,9,10,11]. In all papers regular discovery (and/or control) service, to improve
performances, is replaced by DHT protocol. In [8] authors proposed distributed control
plane. They consider the problem how to deliver control messages to the devices that are
in sleeping mode most of the time. The proposed DHT algorithm, to realize the controlplane, is Chord. The system consists from two type of nodes - peers and clients. Peers
are those nodes which participate in the Chord network, and by the assumption they are
stable. Clients are “normal” nodes that use peers as proxies to connect to the Chord network. Paper [2] introduces scalable, self-configuring and automated service and resource
discovery mechanism based on structured DHT architecture to provide support of more
complex search queries. Article [9] presents the overview and comparison of the discovery service mechanisms in IoT domain, both traditional and distributed approaches. In
[10] authors give the description of a novel discovery service for IoT. In this approach
the information repositories are organized in a DHT network to enable multidimensional
search procedure. Authors of [11] presented discovery service, that improves scalability,
load balance and reliability, for objects carrying RFID tags based on double Chord ring .
In all these articles, the correctness of the Chord protocol was accepted for granted, or
by an assumption of stable DHT network.
In [17] a joint frame for reasoning about knowledge and linear time is presented, and
the proof of weak completeness for a logic which combines expressions about knowledge
with linear time is provided. Related strongly complete logics that concern linear and
branching time are presented in [19,20,21]. We use this framework, as a starting point
for our logic of time and knowledge. We describe the Chord protocol using the formal
language of that temporal epistemic logic and prove properties of the Chord protocol.
2.2.

Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are:
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– a description of the Chord protocol using a temporal epistemic logic;
– a proof of the correctness of the maintenance of the ring topology of the Chord protocol with the respect to the set of possible executions called regular runs.
This work was motivated by the importance of the discovery and control service of an
IoT system and the obvious fact that errors in concurrent systems are difficult to reproduce
and find merely by program testing. This proof could be, also, the foundation for the
formal proof created using a formal proof assistant (like, Coq or Isabelle/HOL).

3.

Chord Protocol

The Chord protocol was introduced in [5,6,7] where its specification in C++-like pseudocode was given. Here we provide a short description of the Chord protocol that is needed
to understand the rest of the paper.
Nodes that run the Chord protocol construct a network that is ring-shaped. The main
operations supported by the Chord protocol are:
– adding a node to network,
– removing a node from a network, and
– mapping the given key onto a node using consistent hashing.
The primitive actions on which the procedure of maintaining the ring topology in the
Chord protocol is based are:
–
–
–
–
–

a node starts a network,
a new node joins a network,
a node leaves a network,
a node updates its successor, and
a periodic check of the predecessor.

The consistent hashing is used because it provides load-balancing, i.e., every node receives roughly the same number of keys, and when nodes join or leave the network only a
few keys are required to be moved [18]. Since Chord networks are overlay systems, each
node in a network, which consists of N -nodes, needs “routing” information about only
O(log N ) other nodes, and resolves all lookups via O(log N ) messages to other nodes.
Nodes are assigned random identifiers and objects are stored across these nodes using
consistent hashing. The identifier for a node (a key), hash(node) (hash(key)) is obtained by hashing the node’s IP address, or the value of the key, respectively. The length
of identifiers, e.g., m bits, guarantees that the probability that two objects of the same
type are assigned the same identifiers is negligible. Identifiers are ordered in an identifier
circle modulo 2m (see Figure 1), while all arithmetic is preformed modulo 2m . A key
is assigned to a node if their hash-values are equal. Otherwise, if there is no node such
that hash(node) = hash(key), the key is assigned to the first node in the ring such that
hash(node) > hash(key).
Every node stores its current successor and predecessor nodes in the identifier circle.
To improve performance of the lookup procedure, every node organizes routing information in the Finger Table with up to m entries. The ith entry in the table which belongs to
the node n contains the identifier of the first node s such that s = successor(n + 2i−1 ),
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where 1 6 i 6 m. In other words, the node s succeeds the node n by at least 2i−1 in the
identifier circle. Figure 1 presents Finger tables of nodes n2 , n37 , n50 and n56 .
A node can be aware of only a few other nodes in the system. For example, node n2
from Figure 1 knows about the existence of only 4 other nodes. Other nodes can have
different node identifiers in almost every entry in its Finger table, like the node n50 from
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Chord lookup procedure. Node n2 is looking for the node responsible for the key
with the identifier 57.

During the lookup procedure, a node forwards a query to the largest element of the
Finger table smaller than the key used in the query, in respect to the used arithmetic
modulo 2m . In the example illustrated by Figure 1, if n2 is looking for the responsible
node for the key with identifier 57, it will forward this query to node n37 , the closest
predeceasing node from its finger table to the identifier 57, the closes node from its finger
table. After that, this query will be forwarded to n56 (again as the closest predeceasing
node from its finger table to the identifier 57), until it finally ends at n60 , as the successor
of the node n56 . The answer if n60 contains the key and respected value with identifier 57
will be returned to node that started query, in this case n2 .
When a node n joins an existing network, certain keys previously assigned to n’s
successor now become assigned to n. When a node n leaves the network regularly, it
notifies its predecessor and successor and reassigns all of its keys to the successor.
The stabilization procedure implemented by Chord runs periodically in the background at each node and must guarantee that each node’s finger table, predecessor and
successor pointers are up to date.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of stabilization after joining of a new node n5 between
nodes n2 and n7 . Figure 2a shows a pair of stable nodes n2 and n7 that are a part of the
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Chord ring. When a new node n5 joins the system, it sets its successor to n7 as presented
in Figure 2b. Node n7 will then set its predecessor to n5 as seen in Figure 2c, and node
n2 will later set its successor to n5 as shown in Figure 2d. Finally, node n5 will set its
predecessor to n2 as seen in Figure 2e.

(c)

(b)

(a)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2. Stabilization process during the joining of a new node: (a) a stable pair of nodes
n2 and n7 ; (b) node n5 joins and sets its successor to n7 ; (c) node n7 sets its predecessor
to n5 ; (d) node n2 sets its successor to n5 ; (e) node n5 sets its predecessor to n2 .

Figure 3 illustrates the process of stabilization after leaving of the node n5 . Figure 3a
shows two pairs of stable nodes n2 and n5 , and n5 and n7 that are a part of the Chord
ring. When the node n5 leaves the system, nodes n2 and n7 point to nothing, as presented
in Figure 3b. Then, node n2 will set its successor to n7 as shown in Figure 3c. Finally,
node n7 will set its predecessor to n2 as seen in Figure 3d.

4.

Logic of Time and Knowledge

As we mentioned in the previous Section, a system which runs the Chord protocol is a
dynamic multi-agent system, where every node has it own partial view of the surrounding
environment. To be able to reason about such systems, we need to introduce a framework for formal description of changes of the knowledge of a node during the time, and
which allows nodes to share their knowledge. In this section we present the corresponding
temporal-epistemic logic.
4.1.

Syntax

Let N be the set of non-negative integers. We denote Nodes = {n0 , . . . nm−1 },
where m ∈ N, and then let N1 = Nodes ∪ {u} be the set of propositional variables. The
elements from the set Nodes will represent nodes of the Chord network, while u is the
special letter used in the situation when some value is undefined.
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(c)

(d)
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Fig. 3. Stabilization process after leaving of a Chord ring node: (a) two stable pairs of
nodes n2 and n5 , and n5 and n7 ; (b) node n5 leaves the Chord ring; (c) node n2 sets its
successor to n7 ; (d) node n7 sets its predecessor to n2 ;.

The set F or of all formulas is the smallest superset of N1 which is closed under the
following formation rules:
–
–
–
–

hφ, ψi 7→ φ ∗ ψ where ∗ ∈ {, ≺} and φ, ψ ∈ N1 ,
hφ, ψ, ϕi 7→ φMhψ, ϕi where φ, ψ, ϕ ∈ Nodes,
ψ 7→ ∗ψ where ∗ ∈ {¬, , , Ki },
hφ, ψi 7→ φ ∗ ψ where ∗ ∈ {∧, G, H}.

The operators  and ≺ represent the relations successor and predecessor of a node,
respectively. The tip of the “arrow” is pointing to the node with “greater” identifier, with
respect to the ordering determined by the ring shaped Chord network. An abbreviation
ni 2 nk will be used for ni , nk ∈ N iff there is an nj ∈ N such that ni  nj and
nj  nk , and nk ≺2 ni for ni , nk ∈ N iff there is an nj ∈ N such that nk ≺ nj and
nj ≺ ni . Similarly, we can define nj i nk , as well as nj ≺i nk for nj , nk ∈ N and
0 < i < m. Figure 4 illustrates the relations , ≺ (Figure 4a) and i (Figure 4b).

(a). n56  n60 and n60 ≺ n56

Fig. 4. Examples of , ≺ and i

(b). n50 3 n60
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The operators ¬ and ∧ are logical negation and conjunction. The operators , , G
and H are standard temporal operators next, previous, always in the future and always in
the past. The operator Ki represents the knowledge of the node i.
The remaining logical ∨, →, ↔, and temporal F (eventually in the future), P (eventually in the past) connectives, G, H are defined in the usual way:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
4.2.

φ ∨ ψ =def ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ),
φ → ψ =def ¬φ ∨ ψ,
φ ↔ ψ =def (φ → ψ) ∧ (ψ → φ),
Fψ =def ¬G¬ψ,
Pψ =def ¬H¬ψ,
0
n
ψ =def ψ; n+1 ψ =
ψ, n > 0,
0
n+1
n
ψ =def ψ;
ψ=
ψ, n > 0.
Semantics

In this paper we will consider time flow which is isomorphic to the set N. We take into
account both future and past.
We will defined models as Kripke’s structures, where the central notion is that of run.
A run is an ordered list (a sequence) of consecutive states of the system and corresponds
to a possible execution which starts in an initial state.
Definition 1. A model M is any tuple hR, π, A, Ki such that
– R is the set of runs, where:
• every run r = h(xt0 , . . . , xtm−1 )|t = 0, 1, 2 . . . i, is a countably infinite sequence,
where xti ∈ {>, ⊥}, and
• a state (or a possible world) of a run r is hr, ti = (xt0 , . . . , xtm−1 ),
– π : R × N × N1 → {>, ⊥} is the set of valuations:
• π(r, t, nl ) = xtl , associates truth values to propositional letters of the possible
world hr, ti,
– A associates sets of active nodes to possible worlds, and
– K = {Ka : a ∈ A} is the set of transitive and symmetric accessibility relations for
nodes, such that:
• if a 6∈ A(hr, ti), then hr, tiKa hr0 , t0 i is false for all r0 ∈ R and all t0 ∈ N.
Actually, a state, or a possible world hr, ti, in a run r represents the state of the system in
the corresponding time instant t, and we will alternatively use these notions in the rest of
the paper.
Figure 5 illustrates a Kripke model which contains the runs r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , where r1 is
the sequence of hr1 , 0i, hr1 , 1i, hr1 , 2i, etc. and similarly for other runs. In this model, for
example hr2 , 1iK1 hr2 , 2i, etc.
An ni ∈ Nodes is true in the time instant t in the run r (xti = >) if the Chord
network node i is active in the corresponding realization of the network. For ni , nj , nk ∈
Nodes we define the relation M which represents the fact that ni is the member of the
ring interval (nj , nk ] as: ni Mhnj , nk i is true iff
– j = k, or
– j < k and j < i 6 k, or
– k < j and ¬(k < i 6 j).
Note that the relation M is defined for all members of the set Nodes, regardless the fact
if the members are active or not.
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Fig. 5. Kripke model

4.3.

Satisfiability relation

A formula is satisfiable if there is a possible world in a model which makes that formula
true.
Definition 2. Let M = hR, π, A, Ki be any model. The satisfiability relation |= (formula
α is satisfied in a time instant t of a run r) is defined recursively as follows:
hr, ti |= n iff π(r, t, n) = true, n ∈ N1
hr, ti |= α ∧ β iff hr, ti |= α and hr, ti |= β
hr, ti |= ¬α iff not hr, ti |= α ( hr, ti 6|= α)
hr, ti |= α iff hr, t + 1i |= α
hr, t + 1i |= α iff hr, ti |= α
hr, 0i |= α
hr, ti |= Gα iff for all i > 0 holds hr, t + ii |= α
hr, ti |= Hα iff for all 0 6 i 6 t holds hr, t − ii |= α
hr, ti |= Ki α iff hr0 , t0 i |= α for all hr0 , t0 i ∈ Ki (hr, ti)
hr, ti |= ni  nj iff
V
(a) i = j and hr, ti |= ni ∧ Ki ( nj ∈Nodes\{ni } ¬nj )
Vj−1
(b) i < j 6 m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=i+1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
Vm
Vj−1
(c) j < i < m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=i+1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki ( k=1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
Vj−1
(d) j < i and i = m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
11. hr, ti |= nj ≺ ni iff
V
(a) i = j, t 6= 0 and hr, ti |= ni ∧ Ki ( nk ∈Nodes\{ni } ¬nk )
Vj−1
(b) i < j 6 m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=i+1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
Vm
Vj−1
(c) j < i < m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=i+1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki ( k=1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
Vj−1
(d) j < i and i = m and hr, ti |= ni ∧ nj ∧ Ki ( k=1 ¬nk ) ∧ Ki nj
(e) ni = u and hr, ti |= ¬nj ∨ (nj ∧ ( (¬Kk (nk  nj ))))

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Now, we can explain the intuitive meaning of the operators. For example, the formula
α is true in a state hr, ti of a run r iff α is true in the next state hr, t + 1i of the same
run. Next, Ki α is true in a state hr, ti iff α is true in all states hr0 , t0 i accessible from hr, ti
by the relation Ki (hr, ti). On the other hand, the formula ni  nj is true if there is only
one active node in the Chord network (case (a)), or there is not other active nodes between
ni and nj and node ni is aware of activity of nj (cases (b)-(d)). The cases (b)-(d) take in
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account the ring structure of the Chord network, i.e. [ni , nj ] is one ring interval. Similarly
for nj ≺ ni .
By Definition 2 it is trivial to prove that the following lemma holds:
Lemma 1.

TP: hr, ti |= ( α ∧

β) ↔

(α ∧ β).

We use this property in the proofs provided in Appendix A.

5.

Proof of Correctness

In this Section we analyze correctness of the Chord protocol. More precisely, we prove
that any execution of a regular run maintains the ring topology of the corresponding network. It means that the network will be brought, after a finite number of steps, from a
state in which links between nodes do not form a ring to a stable state. First, we need to
introduce the following definitions:
Definition 3 (Stable pair). The pair of active nodes hnk , nl i is stable in a time instant t
of a run r (i.e., in the state hr, ti), denoted with nk e nl , iff
hr, ti |= (nl m1 nk )∧(

m1
^

Kij (nij  nij+1 ))∧(nl ≺m1 nk )∧(

j=1

m1
^

Kij+1 (nij+1 ≺ nij )),

j=1

where nk , nl , nij ∈ A(hr, ti) for 1 6 j 6 m1 .
Intuitively, a pair hnk , nl i is stable if:
– the nodes nk and nl are active, and
– every active node nj such that nj Mhnk , nl i knows its successor and predecessor.
It means that there is no node ni between nk and nl which tries to join or leave the
network in hr, ti.
Definition 4 (Stable network). A Chord network is stable (we denote it with }) at hr, ti
iff nk e nk for all nk ∈ A(hr, ti).
Intuitively, the whole network is stable if all successor and predecessor pointers are
sorted.
Definition 5. A node ni is a member of a stable pair hnk , nl i iff ni Mhnk , nl i and nk e nl .
Definition 6 (Regular runs). A run is regular if in every state of the run a node can leave
the network only if it is a member of a stable pair of nodes.
Definition 6 is essential in producing a deterministic proof of the correctness of the
Chord protocol, since if it is allowed that nodes can leave the network when they are
members of unstable pairs, there are counter examples in which those nodes can be left
isolated or the network can be divided into more then one separate subnetworks, as it is
shown in [16].
We assume the following form of the fairness condition: there is a constant f ∈ N
which denotes a uniform limit from above for duration of all primitive actions of the
Chord protocol (listed in Section 3).
The basic properties of  and ≺ relations can be described with:
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AS1: hr, ti |= ni  nj → nk ∈N1 \{nj } ¬(ni  nk ), ni , nj
V
AS2: hr, ti |= ni ≺ nj → nk ∈N1 \{nj } ¬(ni ≺ nk ), ni , nj
V
AS3: hr, ti |= ni ≺ nj → nk ∈N1 \{ni } ¬(nk ≺ nj ), ni , nj
AS4: hr, ti |= ni ≺ nj → nj  ni , ni , nj ∈ Nodes
AS5: hr, ti |= ni  nj → Ki (ni  nj ), ni , nj ∈ Nodes
AS6: hr, ti |= ((ni  nj ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i ∧ (¬Ki nk )) →
ni , nj , nk ∈ Nodes
AS7: hr, ti |= ((ni ≺ nj ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i ∧ (¬Ki nk )) →
ni , nj , nk ∈ Nodes
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∈ Nodes
∈ Nodes
∈ Nodes

(ni  nj ),
(ni ≺ nj ),

[AS1] says that a node can have only one successor. [AS2] says that a node can be
predecessor of only one node. [AS3] says that a node can have only one predecessor.
[AS4] says that if a node is predecessor of some other node, that other node has to be its
successor. [AS5] says that if a node ni has the successor nj , then ni knows that nj is its
successor. [AS6] says that the current successor (nj ) of a node (ni ) will be successor of the
node in the next time instant ( (ni  nj )), assuming that ni does not know ( (¬Ki nk )))
that a new node nk which belongs to the ring interval [ni , nj ) (i.e., nk Mhni , nj i) joins the
network. Similarly, [AS7] says when the current predecessor will be the predecessor in
the next time instant, if there are no new nodes.
The primitive actions of the Chord network can be describe in the following way:
V
V
ρS : hr, ti |= H( nj ∈Nodes ¬nj ) ∧ ni ∧ ( nj ∈Nodes\{ni } ¬nj ) ∧ Ki (ni  ni ) ∧
Ki (ni ≺ u) for one ni ∈ Nodes,
Wf
ρJ,i : hr, ti |= (¬ni ) ∧ ni ∧ l=0 l Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Ki (ni ≺ u), nj ∈ A(hr, ti),
ni ∈ Nodes, i 6= j,
ρL,i : hr, ti |= (ni ∧ nj e nk ) ∧ ni Mhnj , nk i ∧ ¬ni , ni ∈ Nodes nk , nj ∈ A(hr, ti)
ρS1,i,j : hr, ti |= (Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ u)) ∨ (Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧
Wf
ni Mhnk , nj i) → l=0 l Kj (nj ≺ ni ), ni , nk , nj ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
ρS2,i,j : hr, ti |= Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i → l=0 l Ki (ni  nk ),
ni , nk , nj ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
W
ρS3,i : hr, ti |= Ki (ni  nj )∧¬nj → l=0 l Ki (ni  nk )∧ l∈A(hr,ti) ¬nl Mhni , nk i,
ni , nk ∈ A(hr, ti), nj ∈ Nodes
Wf
ρS4,i : hr, ti |= Ki (nj ≺ ni ) ∧ ¬nj → l=0 l Ki (u ≺ ni ), ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
nj ∈ Nodes
[ρS ] describes
V the start of the new Chord network, i.e., there was no active node in
the past (H( nj ∈Nodes ¬nj )), in the current time instant only ni becomes active (ni ∧
V
( nj ∈Nodes\{ni } ¬nj )), and ni knows that it is its own successor (Ki (ni  ni )), while its
predecessor is still undefined (Ki (ni ≺ u)). Similarly, for the other formulas: [ρJ,i ] represents the situation when a new node ni joins the existing Chord network, while [ρL,i ]
represents the situation when a new node ni leaves the existing Chord network in a regular run. [ρS1,i,j ] - [ρS4,i ] characterize stabilization processes (that make predecessor and
successor pointers up to date).
To be able to describe periodicity of the stabilization process, we introduce the following formulas:
Wf
Wm−1
ACF1: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS → l=0 l j=0 ρS1,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
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Wm−1
l
ρS2,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
l=0
Wf
Wj=0
m−1
l
ρJ,i → l=0
ρS1,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wj=0
m−1
l
ρJ,i → l=0
j=0 ρS2,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ρS1,i,k → l=0 l j=0 ρS1,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),

ACF2: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS →
ACF3: hr, ti |= ni ∧
ACF4: hr, ti |= ni ∧

Wf

ACF5: hr, ti |= ni ∧
k ∈ {0, m − 1},
Wf
Wm−1
ACF6: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS2,i,k → l=0 l j=0 ρS2,i,j , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
k ∈ {0, m − 1},
Wf
Wm−1
ACF7: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS → l=0 l j=0 ρS3,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ACF8: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS → l=0 l j=0 ρS4,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ACF9: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρJ,i → l=0 l j=0 ρS3,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ACF10: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρJ,i → l=0 l j=0 ρS4,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ACF11: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS3,i → l=0 l j=0 ρS3,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti),
Wf
Wm−1
ACF12: hr, ti |= ni ∧ ρS4,i → l=0 l j=0 ρS4,i , ni ∈ A(hr, ti).
The correctness of the Chord protocol can be proved by compounding simpler cases.
The statements 2-6 guarantee that the successor and predecessor pointers for each node
will be eventually sorted after one or more nodes join existing or start a new network.
Theorem 6 expresses the correctness of the model of executions without failures of nodes
and corresponds to Theorem IV.3 from [5]. The statements 7-9 consider possible leaving
of a node. Lemma 10 says that a stable pair of nodes in a Chord network eventually
becomes stable after adding/removing of a node between them with the respect to the
regular runs, while Theorem 4 shows the same, but for a stable network.
Lemma 2. Let a node start a new Chord network. Then, there is a finite period of time
after which the network will be stable, if no other nodes are trying to join in the meanwhile.
Lemma 3. Let a new node join a stable Chord network which consists of only one node.
Then, there is a finite period of time after which the network will be stable again, if no
other nodes are trying to join in the meanwhile.
Proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 are similar to the proof of Lemma 4 (that can be found in
Appendix A).
Lemma 4. Let a node join a Chord network, between two nodes which constitute a stable
pair, such that the second node is the successor of the first node. Then, there is a finite
period of time after which the starting pair will be stable again, if no other nodes are
trying to join the network between the nodes that constitute the particular stable pair in
the meanwhile.
Lemma 5. Let a node join a Chord network, between two nodes which constitute a stable
pair. Then, there is a finite period of time after which the starting pair will be stable again,
if no other nodes are trying to join in the meanwhile.
Proof. Since one new node is joining the network between a stable pair, we can choose
two nodes which are each others successor and predecessor and the new node is joining
between them, so we can apply Lemma 4.
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Lemma 6. Let a Chord network contain a stable pair. If a sequence of nodes join between
the nodes that constitute this stable pair, then there is a finite period of time after which
the starting pair will be stable again.
Proof. If we assume that all nodes that want to join the network have different successors,
by Lemma 5 the statement holds.
If this is not the case, we can assume that ni enk and that the set of nodes nj1 , nj2 , . . .,
such that i 6 . . . 6 j2 6 j1 6 k, are joining this stable pair. Then, we can apply Lemma
5 on the tuples hni , nj1 , nk i, hni , nj2 , nj1 i, . . . . This process will produce the stable pair
ni e nk , again.
Lemma 7. Let a Chord network contain a stable pair and let a node between them leave
the network. Then, there is a finite period of time after which the starting pair will be
stable again, if no other nodes are trying to join in the meanwhile.
Proofs of Lemmas 8 and 9 are similar to the proof of Lemma 7 (that can be found in
Appendix A).
Lemma 8. Let a Chord network contain a stable pair ni enk . Let a node which is between
those nodes leave the network followed by several nodes which want to join between
hni , nk i.Then, there is a finite period of time after which hni , nk i will be stable again.
Lemma 9. Let a Chord network contain a stable pair. Let a node, which is in between
those nodes, leave the network. Then, there is a finite period of time after which the starting pair will be stable again.
Lemma 10. Let a finite initial segment of a run of a Chord network produce the state
hr, ti, and hn, n0 i ∈ A(hr, ti) be nodes that do not leave the network. Then, there is a
finite period of time after which hn, n0 i will be stable, i.e., n e n0 .
Proof. First note that, if the pair is stable at hr, ti, then the statement trivially holds.
Otherwise, since we consider only regular runs, only joining of the new nodes between
hn, n0 i is possible. So, this is similar to Lemma 9.
Theorem 1. Let a finite initial segment of a run produce the state hr, ti of a Chord network. Then, there is a finite period of time after which the network will be stable again:
hr, ti |= ¬} → F}
Proof. We assume that at least one node does not leave the network. Note that an unstable
state can be reached under following conditions:
–
–
–
–

if a node starts the Chord network, which is considered in Lemma 2,
if a node joins the Chord network, which is considered in Lemma 3, 4, 5 and 6,
if a node leaves the Chord network, which is considered in Lemma 7, and
if some nodes are leaving and some nodes are joining the Chord network, which is
considered in Lemma 8, 9 and 10.

So, as an unstable state can be reached only in some of the cases that are already
considered, this theorem is the corollary of the lemmas 2 – 10.
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Conclusion

Discovery and control services are the core part of every IoT system. To improve the performances of them, we found several examples where the regular approach was replaced
by DHT, i.e. the Chord protocol. All these examples do not consider correctness of the
Chord protocol and take it for granted, or consider it by very strong assumptions. To be
used in a proper manner, it is necessary to describe in a deterministic scenario for all the
situation when the Chord protocol manifest incorrect behavior. For that purpose, we define the notion of regular runs and prove the correctness of the maintenance of the ring
topology of the Chord protocol with the respect of them, using the framework of time and
knowledge.
One of the possible directions for further work is to apply the similar technique to
describe other DHT protocols and other cloud processes. Another challenge could be to
verify the given proof in one of the formal proof assistants (e.g., Coq, Isabelle/HOL). It
might also produce a certified program implementation from the proof of correctness.
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A.

Proofs

Recall that f denotes the maximum of durations of all primitive actions of the Chord
protocol.
Lemma 4. Let a node join a Chord network, between two nodes which constitute a stable
pair, such that the second node is the successor of the first node. Then, there is a finite
period of time after which the starting pair will be stable again, if no other nodes are
trying to join the network between the nodes that constitute the particular stable pair in
the meanwhile.
Proof. We will show that 5 rounds of the stabilization process (i.e., 5f steps of an execution of the Chord protocol) will be enough to guarantee that the considered pair of nodes
becomes stable.
Let us assume that ni , nj ∈ A(hr, ti) and ni e nj , i.e. (ni  nj ) ∧ (nj ≺ ni ) and that
nk tries to join that stable pair. Let us denote
α=

(ni e nj ) ∧ ρJ,k

5f
^ ^

t

¬nl , I = {nl |nl Mhni , nj i, nk 6= nl , nj 6= nl }.

nl ∈I t=0

The formula α says that the pair hni , nj i is stable in the previous time instant
( (ni e nj )), nk is joining (ρJ,k ) and during the next 5f time instants no other node
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( t ¬nl ) is trying to join the network between the nodes that constitute initial stable pair
(nl Mhni , nj i).
By MP we denote the standard inference rule modus ponens:
from α and α → β conclude β.
We have,
hr, ti |= α

(0)

hr, ti |= Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ ni ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i ∧ nk

(by AS6) (1)

hr, ti |= Ki (ni  nj )

(by definition of ∧ and 1) (2a)

hr, ti |= Kj (nj ≺ ni )

(by definition of ∧ and 1) (2b)

hr, ti |= nk Mhni , nj i

(by definition of ∧ and 1) (2c)

hr, ti |= nk

(by definition of ∧ and 1) (2d)

hr, ti |= ρJ,k

(by definition of α) (2e)

hr, ti |= nk ∧ ρJ,k
hr, ti |= ρJ,k →

(by 2d, 2e) (2f)

f
_

l

Kk (nk  nj )

(by definition of ρJ,k ) (3)

l=0

hr, ti |=

f
_

l

Kk (nk  nj )

(by MP, 2e, 3) (4)

l=0

hr, ti |=

f
_

l

Kk (nk  nj ) → #f Kk (nk  nj ),

(by definition of AS6,4) (5)

l=0
f

hr, ti |= # Kk (nk  nj )
f
_

hr, ti |= nk ∧ ρJ,k →

(by MP, 4, 5) (6)
l

ρS1,k,j

[ACF3] (7)

l=0

hr, ti |=
hr, ti |=
hr, ti |=

f
_
l=0
f

f

l

ρS1,k,j

(by MP, 2f,7) (8a)

ρS1,k,j
((Kk (nk  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ ni ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i) →

(by AS6) (8b)
f
_

l

Kj (nj ≺ nk ))

l=0

(by 8b) (9a)
hr, ti |= #f ((Kk (nk  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ ni ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i)) → #f (

f
_

l

Kj (nj ≺ nk ))

l=0

hr, ti |= # Kk (nk  nj )
f

hr, ti |= # Kk (nj ≺ ni )
f

hr, ti |= # (nk Mhni , nj i)
f

(by AT2, 9a) (9b)
(by AS6, 6) (10a)
(by AS6, 2b) (10b)
(by AS6, 2c) (10c)
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hr, ti |= #f (Kk (nk  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ ni ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i) (by TP, 10a, 10b, 10c) (11)
hr, ti |= #f (

f
_

l

Kj (nj ≺ nk ))

l=0

hr, ti |= #2f Kj (nj ≺ nk )
hr, ti |=

2f
_

l

ρS2,i,j

(by definition of #, AS6, 12) (13)
(by ni ∈ A(hr, ti) and ACF2 or ACF4) (14)

j=0

l=f

hr, ti |=

m−1
_

(by MP, 9,11) (12)

2f
_

l

ρS2,i,k

(by definition of ∨,14) (15a)

l=f

hr, ti |=

2f

ρS2,i,k

(by definition AS6,15a) (15b)

hr, ti |= # (Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i) →
2f

f
_

l

Ki (ni  nk ))

l=0

(by 15b) (16a)
hr, ti |= #2f (Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i)) → #2f (

f
_

l

Ki (ni  nk ))

l=0

(by AT2, 16a) (16b)

hr, ti |= # Ki (ni  nj )
2f

(by AS6, 2a) (17a)

hr, ti |= #2f Kj (nj ≺ nk )

(by AS6, 13) (17b)

hr, ti |= # (nk Mhni , nj i)
2f

(by AS6, 2c) (17c)

hr, ti |= # (Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i) (by TP, 17a, 17b, 17c) (18)
2f

hr, ti |= #2f (

f
_

l

Ki (ni  nk ))

l=0

hr, ti |= #3f Ki (ni  nk ),
hr, ti |=

4f
_

l

4f
_

ρS1,i,j

(by definition of #, AS6,19) (20)
(by ni ∈ A(hr, ti) and ACF1 or ACF3) (21)

j=0

l=3f

hr, ti |=

m−1
_

(by MP, 16b,18) (19)

l

ρS1,i,k

(by definition of ∨,21) (22a)

l=3f

hr, ti |=

4f

ρS1,i,k

(by definition AS6, 22a) (22b)

hr, ti |= #4f (Ki (ni  nk ) ∧ Kk (nk ≺ u) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i) →

f
_

l

Kk (nk ≺ ni ))

l=0

(by 22b) (23a)
hr, ti |= #4f (Ki (ni  nk ) ∧ Kk (nk ≺ u) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i)) → #4f (

f
_

l

Kk (nk ≺ ni ))

l=0

(by definition of AT2, 23a) (23b)
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hr, ti |= #4f Ki (ni  nk )

(by AS6, 29) (24a)

hr, ti |= # Kk (nk ≺ u)
4f

(by AS6, 2e) (24b)

hr, ti |= # (nk Mhni , nj i)
4f

hr, ti |= #4f (Ki (ni  nk ) ∧ Kk (nk ≺ u) ∧ nk Mhni , nj i)
hr, ti |= #4f (

f
_

l

Kk (nk ≺ ni ))

(by AS6, 2c) (24c)
(by TP, 24a, 24b, 24c) (25)
(by MP, 23b,25) (26)

l=0

hr, ti |= #5f Kk (nk ≺ ni )

(by definition of #, AS6,26) (27)

hr, ti |= # Kk (nk  nj )
5f

(by AS6, 6) (28)

hr, ti |= # Kj (nj ≺ nk )
5f

(by AS6, 13) (29)

hr, ti |= # Ki (ni  nk )
5f

(by AS6, 20) (30)

hr, ti |= # Kk (nk ≺ ni )
5f

(by AS6, 27) (31)

hr, ti |= # (Kk (nk  nj ) ∧ Kj (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ Ki (ni  nk ) ∧ Kk (nk ≺ ni ))
(by TP, 28, 29, 30, 31) (32)
5f

hr, ti |= #5f (ni e nj )

(by definition of e) (33)

The last formula represents the statement of this Lemma.
Lemma 7. Let a Chord network contain a stable pair and let a node between them leave
the network. Then, there is a finite period of time after which the starting pair will be
stable again, if no other nodes are trying to join in the meanwhile.
Proof. We will show that 2 rounds of the stabilization process (i.e., 2f steps of an execution of the Chord protocol) will be enough to guarantee that the considered pair of nodes
becomes stable.
Let us assume that ni , nj , nk ∈ A(hr, ti) and ni e nk , i.e. (ni  nj ) ∧ (nj ≺
ni ) ∧ (nj  nk ) ∧ (nj ≺ nk ) and that nj tries to leave that stable pair. Let us denote
α=

(ni e nk ) ∧ ρL,j

2f
^ ^

t

¬nl , I = {nl |nl Mhni , nj i, nk 6= nl , nj 6= nl }.

nl ∈I t=0

ρL,j : (nj ∧ ni e nk ) ∧ nj Mhni , nk i ∧ ¬nj
We have,
hr, ti |= α

(0)

hr, ti |= Ki (ni  nj ) ∧ Kk (nj ≺ nk ) ∧ ¬nj
hr, ti |=

f
_

(by simplification α) (1)

Ki (ni  nk )

(by 1, ρS3,i ) (2)

Kk (u ≺ nk )

(by 1, ρS4,k ) (3)

l=0

hr, ti |=
hr, ti |=

f
_
l=0
f

Ki (ni  nk )

(by AS6,2) (4)
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hr, ti |=
hr, ti |=
hr, ti |=

f

Kk (u ≺ nk )

f
_
l=0
2f

f

Kk (ni ≺ nk )
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(by AS7, 3) (5)
(by MP, 4,5, ρS2,i,k ) (6)

Kk (ni ≺ nk )

(by AS7, 6) (7)

hr, ti |=

2f

Ki (ni  nk )

(by AS6, 4) (8)

hr, ti |=

2f

(Kk (ni ≺ nk ) ∧ Ki (ni  nk )

(by TP, 7,8) (9)

hr, ti |= # (ni e nk )
2f

(by definition of e) (10)

The last formula represents the statement of this Lemma.
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